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1. THE PROBLEM OF EVERYDAY CONCEPTIONS IN CHEMISTRY TEACHING

In recent years growing interest has been paid in physics

teaching everywhere to the learners' conceptions,and, thus, to

problems which arise during instruction as' a result of con-

ceptions carried'over, from everyday life.+) Quite often findings

of psychological studies on cognitive development, particularly

those of J. PIAGET and.his colleagues, 'could be adapted. More

recently findings.from the psychology of memory gained in the

context of physical subject-Iiiatter have become.available. In

chemistry teaching the problem of everyday conceptions was

hitherto hardly considered. Nor are there any findings from other

sciences to rely on': psychologists practically never used

chemical subject Matter on which to base their studies.

One reason for the different degree of interest might be that

the chemical phenomena:in the turroundings are not as favorable

towards disclosing regularities and thus to the formation of

general conceptions a physical phenomen. The attempt to reg-

ister, the innumerable spedial conceptions of innumerable che-

mical phenomena must needs seem hardly to make sense-to the edu-

cator. This is particularly so,because in chemistry instruction

mostly chemical phepomena are used with, which the pupils are
^

not familiar from :their slarroundings and of which the pupils

therefore have not yet developed specific conceptions which

could be put to Use in'chemistry'instruction. Physics in-.

struction is inAquite a different situation: it deals with a
' 4

great many phenomena with which the youfhs have...been confronted

early-on and of:vhich they therefore have certain conceptions.

+)
epresentatives of several research groups met in September 1981 aten

international SymPosium in LudWigsburg. A book containing the papers read
there is available from the IPN in Kiel (Proceedings of the International
Workshop on Problems Concerning Students' Representtion. of Physics and
Chemistry knqwledge). Aibibliography concerning the topic "conceptions"
is also available from the IPN.
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It must be noted here, however: seven though the pupils are not

yei familiar with and therefore do not yet have a certain con-

ception of most of the phenomena dealt with in chemistry in-

struction,' existing framework conceptions could still play an

important role. The findings from classroom observation and

individual interviews (see F. STOCKRATH, 1953; H. KRAUSE, 1962,

1964, 1965; J. WENINGER, 1972; H. PFUNDT, 1975, 1981) indicate

that young people develop some encompassing conceptions besides

very specific ones. It must be assumed that the general

assumption of D.P. AUSUBEL (1974) is also true for chemistry

instruction: all new experiences which the pupils 'Make during

instruction are ordered with the aid of pre-existing concep-

tions. (For the treatment of conceptiths in science ipstruc-

ti.pn, see particularly W. JUNG, 1981.)

2. Ams OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

The investigations described here deal with framework cc:incep-

tions of transformation of matter. It is not the main aim of

the investigations to determine what specific conceptions .

exist of the one or the other transformation of a substance.

Instead, an attempt is made to determine how qualitative

'change as. such is Conceived of, what possibilities of explana-

tion ire considered.:Such possibilities of explanation would

have to be brought up to date in view, of special transforma-

tions of substances during,instruction as well as in the

course of studies and they would have to determine specific

illterpretations.

I consider it important to ascertain:

(1) what general conceptions the pupils bring with them to

class

(2) -what changes these conceptions undergo in the course of

instruction and

(3) what general conceptions adult laymen haN4 at their dis-

posal' a short or long time after they have left school.
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Such investigations can help to bring the presence of such

conceptions and their influence on the acquisition of scien-

tific conceptions into the .open. A long-term aim should be to

seek ;gays -1 on the basis of the findings - of dealing properly

with the conceptions found and to equip the pupils,more

effectively than before'with lasting scientific conceptions.

The inveStigations which I have carried through so far dealt

With the conteptiOns which children developed prior to in-

,

struction in chemistry.

3, FRAMEWORK coNCERTIONs IN alEmIsTRY

If one, from the point of view of a chemistry educator, wants

tO find out pre-instructional
framework conceptions of trans-

fiormations of substances, one will have to keep dn mind the

conceptions to which chemistry instrdction wants to lead the

pupils. The direction of the questions in the investigations

is dependent to no small extent on such goal orientations.

,In this connection it must be asked: in what frame does modern

chem'istry place transformations .of substances?.,From what fun-

damental problems hAs this frame arisen? And what other solu-

tions. have been attempted for this problem?
.4. 4

These questions will,be discussed'in detail elsewhere

(H. PFUNDT,,1982).,For now, let me.summarize:

For-every attempt to solve the pioblem, how transformation of

matter_mi.ght bop conceived of, a'difficult conflict Arises:

when new unified substances are formed from two' initial sub-

sIances the properties of the' initial substances,disappear,

i.e. the initial substances can no'longer be perceived in the

end product. Despite this, they can be recovered froii the end
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product with all their original properties. For instance, red

shiny, copper and cyorless oxygen can be "extracted" from
,

blackcopper oxide although they are npt perceptible in it.

In view of the disappearance and origination of substance

properties, how can the reversibility of suAtantial processes

be explained? '

The reversibility of substantial prpCesses seems to demand

something which outlast§ all changes/. Chemistry, from the time

of its beginnings, has been on a search for-something lasting

in the face of continual change. On a search forelements,

atoms, elementary particles (se.e, e.g. A.G.M. VAN MELSEN,

1957; E. STROKER, 1967). Thus, the question is: what is Con-
,:

served during the formation of new unified substances from

the initial substances so that the recovery of the initial
. _

substances, becomes understandable? What changes so that it

becomes understandable why the properties of the initial

substances can not be perceived in the end product?

f
Modern chemistry when solving the conflict between change and

inmariance presumes tbat.each substance is defined by a very
,

specific combination of properties. The disappearance of these

properties and the appearance of new propertieg indicate'the

destruction.of the initial subS.tances and the birth of new

substances. Substances, therefore, do not change their pro-

perties:'copper, for example, does not turn black upon heating.

They cease to exist and new substances come into.exiStence.

For exampie, when copper oxide is formed, copper and oxygen

ceae to exist and copper oxide comes into existence. Copper

oxide does not contain copper and oxygen in "altered form",
i

i.e. with other properties. Copper and oxygen have not realized

new properties in copper oxide which before were latent in

them. Instead, copper and,oxygen no longer exist in copper

oxide.

-

,
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With such a concepy of substance as a basis the conflict

,between change aiI d invariance can not be solved via an'

asiumption such as is m de in various versions of the differ-

ent element hypotheses. hen new unified substances are formed

the- initial substances are conserved, i.e. they can be re-

covered from the end products. The initial substances do,

however, change their properties, i.e. their origin'al proper-

ties are not perceptible in the end products.
No

.1448400c..

A possible solution might be found with the aid Of a discon-

tinuum conception: with the aid of the conception of sub-

stance as particle systems: When one ,considers substances as

systems of non-changeable particles, it is the particles which

outlast all change, and theseotq-i.iguration

which can be destroyed and created anew. Just as one can

rearrange the pieces of a mosaic to crea e a totally new

, picture in which the old picture is no onger apparent, from

which however the old picture can be reconstructed, one can

rearrange the particles Of a substance to ueate a totally

new substance,in which the old substance is not apparent,

from which, however, it can be reconstructed.

Both the element hypotheses and the modern hypothesis of the'

tom offer a solution for a further problem: humans find in_

their surroundings an incalculable multitude of substances

and-they observe transicrmations of substances everywhere. How

can this multitude be made surveyable?

The element hypotheses reduce the multitude of substances to .

comparatively few basic substances of which all substances are ,

composed. According to these hypotheses, all transformations

of substances are the result of a combination or decomposition

of the elements. The hypothesis of atom reduces the multitude

of substances to comparatively few kinds of atoms. The differ-

7
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ent substances ate then diverse systems of different atoms.

In the course of the transformation of substances the atoms

re-combine to form new systems,

Considering transformations 0 substances within the frame-

work of the atom hypothesis is a tonception to'which chemis-

try instruction would.like to lead. For'this, the concept

of substance, on which the hypothesis of atom is based,

is at least implicitly presUmed..

The question after the pre-instructlorial concept of substance

is therefore central in the *described investigations of con-

ceptions.

4. CARRYING OUT THE INVESTIGATIONS

Investigations concerning conceptions' about.transformations

of substances always provide infdrmation about conceptions

of substances. It is therefoT4 sufficient only to study the

conceptions of transforltions of substances. For my investi-

,gationt on pre-instructional conceptions, I used the following

four experiments:

(-1) Burning alcohol

(2.1.) Heating blue vitriol (aqua copper sulfate)

'(2.2.) Adding water to the white substance (copper sulfate)

which is formed when heating blue Vitriol .

(3) Heating a brown ore (lead(IV)-oxide)' on a piece of
charcoal in front of a blowpipe: production of lead

In other words, I dealt with transformations with which the

pupils were not familiar from everyday!life. The pupils did

not even have any experience with burning alcohol. Accordingly,

the pupils could not have any special conceptions of these

7

>
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processes. But rather they developed them while they were

being questioned. My aim was to fig out whether-the special

conceptions were developed within certain pre-existing "

.generar)conceptions: And if,so, within which general con-

ceptions.

I have hitherto interviewed in individual sessions some §0

Pupils from second to seventh grade between the ages of and

13. Other individual interviews were,carried through by stu-

dents during a seminar about pupils' conceptions. The pupils

attended the "Gymnasiue or were potential or future pupils
e

at " ymn sium" irthey were attending the "Gdiefsphule" or,

s ill elementary school. I wanted to interview children with

good verbal skills. I consider this restriction not only as

legitimate, fiut necessary at the present. It is still diffi-

cult enough to capture conceptions reliably and differentiated.

enough. To what extent the conceptions found in these pupils

can be generalized to pupils attending other types of schools

is a question which must be considered later.(I assume that'

the general zonceptions,are similar but that there are con-

siderable differences within these general conceptions.

The separate investigations were structured as follows:

(1) Performance of the experiment a5d observation by the pupil

(2) Free verbal statements by the pupil: description of

observations, comparison with familiar processes, inter-

'pretations, questions -

(3) Questions by the interviewer concerning,familiar processes
which the pupil thinks are similar

(4) Questions by the interviewer concerning interpretation

(5) Provision of interpretations and reactions of the 'Pupil.

:,

9
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The interviews thus began quite freely and became,increasingly,

restricte.d. In the most restricted section.(5) I tried to 4

ascertain which of the provided coriceptions were accepted by, ,,-.

the"pupils and for wEat reasoni other conceptions 6iiered

tirere rejected.

Thcs type of methodical procedure is justified by the existing;

diddttic interest: in ttie*investigations it is notwa question

of finding out ready-made conceptions waiting to be iecalled

at any time but,the readiness with whiCh the pupils - in the

face of new -phenomena - go in one or the-other direction of'

their own accord or as a res t Of prompting trom the inXer-

viewer. This readiness s the crux of in4ruction: for the
A

teacher it is important to now which cekeptions the,pupili

are wining tO'develop or accept.when faded with certain

factual and communi"Cation phenomena.

W. JUNG (1978) referred to plis distinction between "laten and "viru.
.lence" with respect to-conceptions: "A very important.point is the differ--

ence between "latency" and "virulehce". In thg field of, linguistic's an
analogous problem was dis&us§gd under the headings "c etence" and "per-

formance"; Not every child han, fpr instance, arrivt,, stomistic con-

ceptions distribution of smalles , invisible piec,f cif tugar) on his

own when explaining, e.g., the disso ution of sugar. One can, of course,

try to ascertain what percent of the children have these conceptions at

what age, ,But it is at least,equally interesting to find out,what percent
and what children axe rleady for this explanation; i.e. those who do not

discover the'explanation.on their oWn but who have awaited it, so to

speak" (W. JUNG, 1978, p. 131).

In this context JUNG also.says that it would practically.be an impossible

task to check whether the conceptions expressed were pre-existent or were -

developed ad hoc. Conceptions are.developed, enriched, diEfereritiated,

specified and changed as a result of various occurences - occurences which

happen unplanned outside of school or plqpned in instruction but also in

investigations on the registration'of conceptions. It would'hardly be
possible to determine whether an'interview was the cause of the'registered

conception.

10
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,Because or the.didactic intrest an attempt was'also made to
.

involve the pupils in very intensive confrontátion.with the

matter.lthe explanations prpvided in the last section.of the

interviews stimulated such a confrontation. In that section I

also asked when,something was not clear to me and when some-

, thing seeMod - wihin ;IIT own Conceptual framewerk - contradic-

tory. I dlso pointed Out..other thought possibilities from the

ones provided-,by.the pupills. Whenever pcissible, one and the same

pupil was questioned about setteral transformatdons of sub-

\ist'ances. (The.sequence of int)rviews on the four different

transformations Of substances diTfered from pupil io pupil.)

Such a procedure was meant to bring loose'ends in illation to

, one another and to create greater consistence. Those.concep-

tions were to he regi-stered which would be important for in-
k

'struction: conceptions which are develoPed as a result of in-
,

tensiVe reflection on the matter and not conceptions sponta-
.

neously expressed and then swiftly retracted. The interest of

the children andAheir delight in the different, almost philo-
,

soPhical, questions was verY, stimulating 'for he.

f
Such-a procedure always-involves the difficult task of testing

1 whethet the developed concep
tt
ions were possibly adopted more .

superficially Unider the influence of the interview or whether

they were actively incOrpolated into the overall conceptual

network fcf. the interesting casiderations of F. KUBLI '(1981)

and-,11. blITER (1971, p. 73 ff.).

When iç is important to study conceptions which pupils develop or accept
after ntensive reflection, i.e. conceptions which are related to the rest
of.t conceptual network of the pupils, the question arises, how useful
Wn: en interviews can be - quite apart from the difficulties of their in-
ter etation. Maybe it is possible to develop methods of investigation in
whi h written interviews follow a group discussion. By this means, greater
.popu ations could be studied.



-75. PRELIMINARY FINDINGS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

5,1. *CONCEPTION ABOUT THE BURNING OF ALCOHOL

In the course of my own teaching and latej* on while testing

the IPN course "Substances and its Transformations" (J. WENINGEA,

H. PFUNDT, et-al., 1979), I found that,pupils at the beginning

of chemistry instruction consider the burning of metals, coal,

wood and'other solid substances as the irreversible destruction

Of these substances in the sense that the substances can by no

means be recovered. They are irrevocably destroyed (cf.

H. PFUNDT, 1975). The,word "burn" was used precisely in this

sernse. One.of my puOls, for example, commented on the recovery

of zino. from the ash of zinc - a process completely unexpected

to her - "zinc has not been burned by burning".

When using our modern concept of substance wer\ust describe burAing - just
as all transformations of subsfances - as the destruction of the burning

. substanCe but not as an irreversible destruction. Like all transformations
of substances, burning, too is reversible in the sense that the initial
substances can be recovered from the end substances even though the method
may be complicated. The borning of zinc, for example, can verygenerally
be described on the subAfance level, as follows: a new, homogeneous substance
originates from zinc and oxygen whereby zinc and oxygen cease to exist.
They can, however, be recoveref from this substance.

.
,4

For further investigations on the burning procesS .1 used

alcohol since it is not a solid substance and since it burns

without forming ash. The children poured some alcohol intd'a

porcelain saucer and lighted it. It burns with a large flame,

and forms invisible gases.

Of-the 10 pupils interviewei, most brought the burning of

alcohol not only in connection with f-amiliar burning processes

but with the evaporation of water. This came as a suprise to

me, because the childfen knew that water can be farmed again

from the water vapor.by cooling it. But it is understandable:

the evaporation of, water is as-familiar to the pupils from

12
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everyday life as burning processes and - with the exception
_ ,

of the very striking fe.rmation of flames the phenomena in-

volved in the evopoiaiion of vater.and the burning of'aldohol
_

are very si ilar: a colorless fluid substance disappearg

1

.

.4

without.reCdue.

As previous investigations have shown, children betWeen the ages of 10 and
13 mostly explain the evaporation of water in two ways: either as division
of a portion of wates (thought of as being continuouslx,structured) into
small drops and their dispersion into space or as the "thinning" of a
portion of water also thought of as being continuously structured)
(F. GROTZMANN, 1980; H. PFUNDT, 1981).

Althoughmost pupils mentioned the evaporation of water in

connection with the burning of alcohol, only one pupil saw

no fundamental difference between burning and evaporation: in

both processes the fluid subst.ance is distributed. The only

difference is that during burning, this distribution goes

faster "due to the heat" than during evaporation.. Acco;dingly,

the original.substance, i.e. alcohol, can be recovered from

the gases which form during burning, provided it is possible

to collect what has been distributed.

In the opinion of 7,oi the 10 pupils, the burning of alcohol

was not so much a process such as the evaporation of water but

more like the burning of wood, paper and other solid substances:

alcohol ceases to exist and gases come into eXistence. Alcohol

cannot be recovere4 from thesegases "since thealcohol has

been burned". The alcohol has been irreversibly destroyed.

The remaining 2 out of the 10 interviewed pupils combined both

conceptions: aleohol consists of two components. One component

burns, i.e. is irreversibly destrOyed, while gases are formed.

The other componeni meanwhile., evaporates, i.e. "is distributed".

What is distributed can bélout together again but not to form

113
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alcohol, but a noncombustible flui,d substance. In order to

regain alcohol, a. "new" combustitile substance would have to

be added to this fluid substance.

On the.basistof the 10 ivestigations carried out, thus two

very different conLeptions for the burning of alcohol show, up,

which may arise separately or in combination with one another:

the conception of an irreversible destruction, the conception

of a distribution without substantial,transformation and a

. combination of both conceptions.

5.2, CONCEPTIONS ABOUT OCCURRENCES DURING THE HEATING OF BLUE

VITRIOL (AQUA COPPER SULFATE) AND DURING THE ADDITION OF

WATER TO THE RESULTING WHITE SUBSTANCE (COPPER SULFATE)

5.2.1. For another series of investigations I chose a process

which, in contrast to the burning of alcohol, can very easily

be reversed: the decomposition through heat of aqua copper

sulfate - a blue solid substance (blue vitriol). When ague

copper sulfate is gently heated, copper sulfate (a white solid

,substance) 'and water vapor, are formed. When water is aVed to

the resulting copper sulfate, aqua copper sulfate is recovered:

aqua copper sulfate 74 copper sulfate o water

In the modern concept of substance these processes can be described very
generally like this: aqua copper sulfate transforms into two new substances,
copper sulfate and water (which are.not already c9ntainea in it) and itself
ceases to exist. The original homogeneous substance, aqua copper sulfate,
is recovered from copper sulfate and water, whereby copper sulfate'and
water cease to exist.

The investigations on both processes were sometime"s carried

through one right after the other and sometimes on two separate

days, All children were questioned about the change of aqua

copper sulfate before they performed the experiment to recover

the substance, i.e. before they experienced the reversibility

of the process.

14
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5.2.2. In the investigations on the transformation of aqua

copper sulfate the children heated glittering blue crystals

of the substance in an open porcelain crucible. A lustreléss

white substance iS formed. The form of the crystals remains

the same, at least in part, so thatexcept for the change of

color a,nd shine, hardly any change is apparent. During trans-

formation, a crackling is audible. Sometimes tiny partccles

shoot up: some crystals crack as a result of the formation of
7(gaseous) waSer vapor. The water vapor is invisible and

escapes unnoticed in the selected experiMental setup.

A surprising amount of experience is brought intoAhe pupils'

explanations. The numerous very interesting details cannot be

described here.

Two of the ten pupils interviewed explained the process as

drying, 2 spoke of bleaching, the rema'ining 6 assumed - this

.came as a surprise to me the formation of ash. Some of the

children who had the conception of ash formation also aSsumed

drying.

I would like to report two interviews in more detail because

they show the important role of existing preconceptions.

One of the interviews was carried out by a student-teacher

during the previously mentioned seminar and involved a 12 year-

old girl: the student askbd the girl to heat blue vitriol in a

test tube and not in a crucible so that the attention of the

girl was drawn from the start to the formation of water. In

this experimental setup the steam conde,nses (to an astounding

degree) at the cool top of the test tube and thes cannot be

overlooked. The pupil, Julia, immediately called the resulting

solid subhtance "ash" because it'Was white and crumbly like

wood ash. She spoke, as other children did, of a "burning

without a flame". Despite'considerable effort on the part of

15
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the student-teacher (who slipped increasingly from an open

interview to an instructional,conversation), Julia was not

willing to pay any attention to the water: the.vitriol was

simply a bit damp and while it was being burned, it dried.

Thetirea that by addini-vater to the "ash", blue vitriol

could be recovered, was consid,red farfetched by her: "When

you pour water on wood ash,,lgood is not re-formed". After

- at the request of the student - she dripped waterson the

white substance, she recognized that something blue was fsrmed

,but that perhaps the'blue was somewhat lighter and the form

pf the pieces was not exactly th-e same as that of the original

vitriol.

11 year-old Stephanie took quite a different approach. Inl

contrast tQ Julia,,she heated blue vitriol in an open crucible

so that she was not able-to note the escaping water. In spite

of this, she immediately called the resulting solid substance ,

"dried vitriol" and explained that dring was the result of

heating - as in wood. It crackled Qxactly,the same way. And

besides, something crumbly was forved. Stephanie'saw the re-

sulting solid substance not as white, but verY'light blue.

She explained that something similar had happened as when

earth dries. The earth also becomes veyy light then. And when

water is poured on it, it becomes dark again. AccOrdingly,

Stephanie wanted to add water immediately'to die white sub-

stance in order to recover blue vitriol. After she had done

this, she was pleased to ascertain,that precisely the original

appearance,was restored. The fact that the blue substance felt

dry, did not surprise her: the water was completely absorbed A
in the vitriol.

7

These two studies show very clearly how new experiences were

incorporated into an already existing framework. For Julia,

it was the framework "ash formation". For Stephanie, "drying".

16
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These frameworks determined the expectations: is it feasible

that when water is added to the white sup.ptance, the original

blue vitr,iol is recovered? These frameWo Is also determined

perception: is the substance which forms during heating yery

light.blue or white? Does the solid suhs anCe which forms

when water is added look the same as the riginal vitriol?

Due to the different frameworks, percepti n is awarded.

different importance. Julia paid no atten ion to the water

she saw. Stephanie assumed there was water without having

been able to see any.

Of special importance to me was the childreh s° ha dling of

several sentences which were provided.in.the last section

of the interviews. They;dealt with the conce tiotof sub-
stance: is substance con4idered as something 4c can

change its properties but is itself conserved 'Or' as in .

modern chemistry, is a change-of property con idered as a

sign that the substance has.ceased to exist?. entences such .

as'the following were meant to stimulate a,eo cious.con-
.

frontation with various conceptions of subs:tan

,o

The blue vitriol changes its properties.

The blue vitriol itself changes. Y-
.

The blue vitriol ceases to exist and the white substancecomes into existence.

The white substance .iS the same vitriol as the original
vitriol.

The white substance is changed vitrilbl.

The white substance is no longer vitriol.

17
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I, would not have dared to confront the children with such

differentiated siescriptions if the first child.interviewed

had not touched upon these questions herself: can a substance

change its properties without itself changing? When a sub-

stance itself changes, is it still the same substance or does

it cease to exist?

The two children with the "drying" conception mere quite sure

of their answers: "When the color changes, not the whole

substance need change". "The substance becomes'white but it

itself does not change. It does not cease to exist:" "Only

its appearance changes". "It is still the same vitriol".

The children with the "bleaching" conception were Somewhat

uncertain.

All 6 'children With the "ashing" cOnception assumed that the

iubstance itself changes. Susanne, 12,10 years old even

re3ected (in contrast to the other S) the sentences: "The

vitriol turns white" find the "vitriol _changes its, properteis"

since they implied that the vilriol is conserved. Not all

6 children, howevtr, were certain whether they should agree

with the sentence "The itriol ceases to exist and the white

substance comes into existenCe". Two childrep wanted to make

their Wition dependent on whether or not the white Sub-
.

stance was still "usable" or was "spoiled". They,considered

whether the observed processes were reversible. The process

of heating v.itriol apparently is, in the conceptions ok the

children) not as radical as a "real" burning - even when it

was explained as the'formation of ash.

18
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5.2.3'. It was amazing how suddenly the "ashing" conception

changed after the children - in a subsequpnt interview -

dripped water on the white substance and then realy did

accept that the same vitriol was recovered: "Then the vitriol

must have stayed the same if,it only changed color". "Then it

wasn't ash after all". It became very clearl the reversibillty

of 'the process implied for all children.ihat the vitriol had

remained the same: it had only changed itS properties, above

all, its-color. Reversibility implied conservation of the

substance.during a change of properties.
6

Not all children with the "bleaching" and "ashing" conception

saw the water.adqed to the white substance as a component of

blue vitriol - at least not as a necessary eompontnt. 9,7

year-old Jochen for instance did not make the water itself.,

responsible fon the recovery of blue vitriol; but its cold-
.

ness
+)

. Hethought the original vitriol did not contain any

water, only the one which formed from the white substance and

water.

Other children'thought all of the water haa evaporated after

its addition and, in doing so, contracted the cracked par-
.

ticles to form the original not cracked vitriol. The water, .

or rather its coldnesA(Jochen) or its propert;es (Christina)

+)
When I asked Jochen to get water for the experiment, he asked:'rhot or

cold?". I answered:, "Just cold water". The "coldness'' of the water'then
became the key to Jochen's explanation in the entire interview. He became
angry that in the interview guide, talk was only of "water" and I meekly
added the word "cold",everywhere.

Such unforeseen occurences in the course of the interviews which one arst
consideTed as troublesome'interruptions can provide valuable indications
of conceptions: Certainly it wAs not\entirely accidental that Jochen
insisted on the "coldness" and stuck with it so persistently. Another
child considered, without my.having hinted at it, whether one could
perhaps recover the 'blue vitriol by cooling the white substance.'If a
white substance could be gained from a blue one by heating, it is cer.tainly
feasible that a blue substance could be recovered from a white one.hy
cooling.

19
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has the,effedt "that tIle vitriol changes.its color from white

to blue" but once the waiter has biought this change about, it

is no longef necessary.

It became increasingly clear to me.from the investigations

on the recovery of blue vitriol that all children were work-
.

ing with the conception of a substance which can fealise

several peoperties: vitriol can be.blue or white,
.

Which of these possibilities is,realized depends on certaih

conditions such as the presence or at least the influence of

water. In subsequent interview guides, I included a sentence

with this content. It is one of the few sentences which all

children interviewed agreed wholeheartedly to.

5.3. CONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE ExTRACTIoN oF LEAD FROM A BRowN

ORE (LEAD(IV)-oxIDE)

In-the interviews on alcohol an ue vitriol I,had the im-

pression that burning usually as considerea onesidedly as a

process in which the original s bstanceS cease to-exist, but

not as a process in which new sub ances'come-into existence,

The resulting gas or the resulting white substance are

destroyed.products, something which has become useless.

Andreas compared "burning" of blue vitribl to taking apart a
, i

Lego crane: at the end, the crane is destroyed'and there .

remains only a pile of pieces. Andreas did hot in his mind

'reassemble the pleces to build, for instance, a Leg6 car.

(I will come back to this dnteresting comparison later in

connection with the atomic conception.)

I chose extracting lead from brown lead oxide in the

assumption that I would find a.n "opposite" conception here:

a new substance begins to exist. From something which lo6ks

useless, an "intact", usable substance is formed.
,

Ir

-I,

20
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4

At present I have only carried out Tour interviews. I did not

find the conception I had presumed in any of the four chil-

dren. To my surprise, the pupils again developed the con-

ception of changeable substances - in one case, combined

with the conception of destruction. In addition, all children

had a conception,of a mixing and decomposing: both lead and

lead oxide were considered a's composite substances whose

components face very different fates during the observed

process.

4

The previously executed investigations do not yet suffice to

set up more dependable hypotheses about the conceptions of

the formation of lead.

6. ON THE SUSPECTED GENERAL. CONCEPTIONS
104)

In the previous investigations-some

changes of substanco.have hllready

- the

general conceptions of

becOme recognizable:
,

conception of an irreversible destruction of substances

- t e coneption of an irreversible changing of properties of

la substances,

- the concepti n of a reversible changing of properties of

lasting,substances,

- the conception that substances with all ther properties,

continue to exist, that they are merely aistributed or

mixed or seperated.

The conception of substances which change their.ptoperties

wais developed wherever reversibility was experienced. If the-
,

initial substance can be recovered from the end substance,

the Anception can not be far off that during transformation

something is conserved, that the transformation involves a

substance,which remains itself but realises various properties.

In individual cases it haptened that a child assumed - without

ever having experienced or assumed reversibility - a change

of properties of substanc9s ahd not a complete destroying of

'the substances in question.

21
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This might iadicate that the difference between the conception of an
irreversible destruction, whereby a substance ceases for all time to
exist, and the conception of the change of the properties of substances,
whereby a substance continues to exist, does not seem so great..The

p .shableness can perhaps be seen as a border case where the change of
properties becomes so gEeat that it "gnaw,s at the subseance". Substantial
changes are then, ,so to speak, far-reaching accidental chan s %Mich can

re only be reversed with diffialty - if at all, i.e. changes of Properties.

When children without experience or assumption of reve,rsihility

assume some transformations of substances to be aerely a change of

properties under conservation of the substance but nol'a

destruction of substances, the question must be asked-:

are the properties which can change withaut the substante

itself undergoing change? What are the.identity criteria?

-A fairly unimportant property for,the children seems to be the

Childrenqearn at.an early age that things.can be,

colored or dyed with different colors without changing the

thing's essence. This experience with thing's is Apparently

carried over to substances.

An important attribute seems to be the size of a portion of

substance, the volume. One girl thought there was a decrease

of volume during heating of blue vitriol. This played an

important role in her,a0umption that an ash had formed, i.e.
A

that the blue vitriol di'd not retain its identity.

On the basis of experience with reversibility, the conception

of a-sibstantial change apparently can quite easily be converted

generally into the conception of accidental change. 2 of the

girls Cluestioned, at the end of the interview, considered

whether - in contrast to their earlier convictispns,- all change

is only a more or less far-reaching change of properties of

substances which have basically remaied the same.
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Oir must realize that reversibility.dOes not-necessarily

- as logical consequence-require the doncetition of conser-

vat,ion. Reversibilily can also be explained us.ing the con-

ception of perishability and formation of new substances.

An important indication of why the conception of conserve-

tion is so much more satisfying was provided by Susanne,

one of the pupils interviewed. At the end of all interviews

in which the concept of substance had repeatedly played an

important role, I gave Susanne the modern definition of

substances: substances are defined by certain properties.

According to this; they don't change their properties, .but '

cease to exist and 'coMe into existence. Susann6, was very

dissatisfied wkth!this definition: then there would have ta

be an endless amount of substances and a constant perishing

and origination of substances - a completely chaotic world!

In thiS,reaction there is indication that the conception of

substances whi&h can alter their properties but themselyes

are conserved provide; an answer to the previously mentioned

'basic question (s e section 3): how can the multitude of'

-substances and transformations of substances be made surveyable?

Considerations such as those of the girls mentioned above point

in the direction of an element hypothesis: there is a limited

number of substances., which remain the same during all changes

but which realize various properties which are potentially

present in them.

assume that this still is a prevalent everyday conception

today (see: J. WENINGER, 1972). Our everyday language includes

a multitude of expressions which express such a conception.

But even in chemistry we can still find the remains of Lthis

conception: wiiat does a chemist mean when he says:

Diamond and graphite are two different forms or
modifications of carbon. Water can be solid,
fluid or gaseous.
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Whoever-means a substance when he says -L'arbon" or "waler",

and not an abstiact, expresses at the same time that-this

substance can exist in various forms, i.e. "with different

properties".

I think that Andreas''conceptions which I mentioned earlier

how a pedagogical way to the atomiC, hypothesis and to a

w cpcept of substance. Andres r in respOnse to my question,

hether:the charige of vitriol would result in gomething

l'astin'g - said: 'yes and no. Then he gave the example of the

Lego crane: the.crane ceases to exist, the Lego pieces are

oonserved. From here it is not far to the conception of the

change of particle systems: the structure of the 'systems

. perishes and originates and, with:them, the substances. The

particles; however, outlast all change.

The conception of atoms is seldom offered in instruction as

the solution to the problem of the multitude of substances

and transformation of substances, and toathe conflict between

change and conservation. It can, thdrefore, hardly be expected-
.

that the daily conceptions,which répresent-a solution to these

problems, will be given up in favor 'of an atomic conception

whose potential,is not recognized.
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